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Supporting Lessons: 

 

Read Kansas! M-11: Dispute over Slavery in Kansas Territory      

  This lesson is part of the Read Kansas! curriculum series.  Students use   

two primary sources from the period to understand the views of  

proslavery and antislavery settlers. Part of this lesson is used in trunk  

lesson 3, Propaganda in the Territory.                                                                        

 Read Kansas! Lesson Plan  

 2 Read Kansas! Lesson cards 
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Read Kansas!  M-14: Territorial Characters 

This lesson is part of the Read Kansas! curriculum series.  The lesson 
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 Read Kansas! Lesson Plan 

 Ten Read Kansas! Lesson cards 
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Introduction 

 
The Kansas Territory traveling resource trunk explores the people, places and events of 

Kansas Territory (1854-1861) through reproduction objects, images and primary 

documents.  The lessons in the trunk were designed to emphasize the many different 

people that came to Kansas Territory and their varying opinions over the future of slavery 

in the territory. 

 

In the years leading up to the Civil War, Americans looked at Kansas Territory as a 

future indicator of what might happen to the country in the years to come.  The issue of 

slavery was much debated in every state.  Would the federal government outlaw the 

practice?  What would happen if it did?  No one knew for sure, but when Kansas 

Territory was created in 1854, it was—controversially—up to the residents of the state to 

decide if the new territory (destined from the start to become a state) would become a 

free state or a slave state.  Americans all across the country read news reports from 

“Bleeding Kansas,” which quickly made the front pages after news of the conflict 

between abolitionists/freestaters and proslavery supporters turned violent.   

 

The lessons in this manual were developed to correlate to seventh grade history standards 

that focus on the territorial era (History Benchmark 2, Indicators 2-4), as well as other 

standards in History, Reading and Writing.  The lessons also correlate to many eighth 

grade standards in the same subjects.  Lessons and activities in the trunk are directed at a 

middle-school audience, although the information and materials included in the trunk can 

be adapted for use with other ages. 

 

This manual contains five lessons.  Each lesson deals with Kansas Territory and includes 

a brief overview of the lesson, a list of the seventh and eight grade standards the lesson 

correlates to, content and skill objectives, the essential question(s) the lesson answers, a 

list of items that need to be pulled from the trunk or provided by the borrower, advance 

preparations needed, content information, and the lesson itself.  Most of the materials 

needed to teach the lessons are provided in the trunk. 

 

 

Notes about Using a Traveling Resource Trunk: 

 Traveling resource trunks are loaned out within the state of Kansas.  They are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis.  A handling fee is charged for each 

trunk. Borrowers will be invoiced a month before the reservation begins.  

Handling fees are refundable for cancellations with a minimum of two weeks 

notice.  

 Reservations should be made a minimum of two weeks in advance, although 

registering earlier may be necessary depending upon what trunk you would like to 

borrow and when you would like to use the trunk. Trunks are sent on a 

Wednesday and must be returned four weeks later on Wednesday. 
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 Borrowers are requested to inventory trunks when they receive them and before 

returning them.  An inventory sheet is provided in all trunks for this purpose.  

Trunks should be returned in the same condition that they were received. 

 Objects and materials in the trunks are to be used as the instructor sees fit; 

however, please keep in mind that many students will use the trunk after you this 

year and in the years to come.  Use is encouraged; overuse, damage, and 

mutilation are not. 

 The curriculum in this trunk may be reproduced for educational purposes only and 

must credit the Kansas Historical Society.  Reproducing the curriculum for any 

other purpose is prohibited without written permission from the Kansas Historical 

Society. 

 To assure that trunks reach their destination in time we ask that they be returned 

by their scheduled return date.  If you are shipping your trunk please allow at least 

two days shipping time.  If you have any questions or concerns about a trunk you 

are using please contact the Education and Outreach Division of the Kansas 

Historical Society, 6425 SW Sixth Ave., Topeka, KS 66615-1099; 785-272-8681, 

Fax 785-727-8682; or kshs.education@ks.gov. 

 

Looking for More Read Kansas Lessons?  

 The Kansas Historical Society offers Read Kansas! lessons for many grade levels 

on different topics in Kansas history.  Cards and lesson plans can be downloaded 

or ordered from the KSHS website at kshs.org. 

 

Looking for Other Programs or Activities? 

 The Kansas Historical Society has a variety of programs available for your use 

including other traveling resource trunks; traveling exhibits; guided tours of state 

historic sites, the state Capitol, and the Kansas Museum of History; and online 

resources.  For more information on these contact the Education and Outreach 

Division of the Kansas Historical Society, 6425 SW Sixth Ave., Topeka, KS 

66615-1099; 785-272-8681, Fax 785-727-8682; or kshs.education@ksgov. 
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